
Conversation for Listening

Part I

- (Lukas Quist Lund) [yeah and the recording is running and a starting point that I am

usually like to start with mostly because as you just know it] just loops into other

conversations [but something that I'm always interested in learning is when when is

about to have like a conversation for listening where does that take you like] what is

your reference point for having a conversation about listening [do you have like an

experience or a memory or a framework that you just goes to maybe unconsciously

but but where does the whole starting up conversation for listening take you ]

(Claudia Lomoschitz) [To answer your question it takes me to a recent project and then took

me also to a text work I've been writing because I feel before that listening has been less

present so that kind of it it came] it came to me through works [and before that I kind of was

focused on voicing on content on turn of a voice] on being brave to use your own voice [on

singing on collective singing] what does it mean to hold a note [like all these um sound voice

productive moments but then later came to listening and ] listening as own quality and

listening as as something that can have space and as something that has value in itself and I'm

also talking very slow now because I'm constantly listening to myself [and that's if you

wouldn't have had a starting question i think i would have talked about just little] little frog

microphones that record the conversation [because it's kind of very pleasant companions it's

interesting that's good]

- [ i think for me they're kind of like like spy-ish because they're that small i feel that

like trying to hide themselves and failing but but that's like my own little narrative for

them because they're so small ]

I mean I do sometimes record voice or sound of for example my grandparents without them

knowing because [i just put put the phone on record that's really conveyed and it's really

nasty spy stuff but this is um i'm thinking how they look and it's they're just round very soft

design of this um ] I don't know the softness of [the what's this called something that yeah but

just something that disturbs but it takes away disturbing sounds yeah like the little filter yeah

it has a name yeah it has a name that cat is one name but a very hairy one oh yeah yeah also
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for the windy thing yes it's called dead cat i don't know how this is called the foamy thing but

i also know a friend of mine showed me recently a microphone it has] it's on the head and it

has two little ears it's like a crown [nearly with two ears and you look like a panda bear and

it's by normal recording because she likes sound recording] and then she

walks through through the space with two little additional ears [kind of yeah and i'm

i think when it's about listening like you will in the end listen to this and then it strangely

transforms into text as well so it's interesting that the device will not be present but it's very

present for me right now yes yes and it's beautiful that it exists because it can record things

otherwise this conversation as the quality of sound is is gone ]

- [yeah i think it's like the sensitivity of like the oralness of the conversation because i

think it is a nice tool for like recording the aim of automating a transcription but at the

same time] they will never like be able to like catch the energy in the room or

between us or or our faces or impressions or our hand gestures [so in that way um i

always feel like recording stuff is like i never do it for the sake of the recording

because i feel that they betray the whole situation um but at the same time i don't want

to video record it either because i feel like for example like the eye contact with you

that means more to me than than looking back at it from like other angle i'm like i

don't care about that but that's all super personal but yeah it's always difficult to

balance like parts of the recording and the rotations with also the] the realness and the

presence of a of a situation

[i mean i worked with feeling and then you could have a shot on your eyes shot on my eyes

and then then scenic shot and then the audio is enlightened enhanced by a soundscape but i

think it's nice] I feel like you might agree on that live reality is just the most exciting

- [yeah yeah yeah but like i don't want to to um argue against one another i think for me

they're just different and because i'm completely unable to do the other thing i don't

want you to give up]

[no ] I think you cannot document real life [i think i like that it i like sound that is ephemeral i

like that it's like [Claudia sings out into the room] and if you write this in a text and then you

listen to this it's just always different and and i mean i think but that's a little bit driving me

should i say something are you staring at a question ]
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- [well i have plenty of questions but please also just whatever you wanted to say just]

[ because i'm very good with talking but i'm not sure if that's listening in the end]

- But maybe your talking allows me to listen, and maybe my listening also allows you

to talk so they go they come together

[thank you flattering sentence] makes me forget what i wanted to say

- [um so um but i can also ask you something if you prefer]

[no but we have there's there's been something we touched upon was um not being able to

document and then also maybe it's fine but that was there was a little bit this text that i've

been writing was what if you are] what if the voices have never been recorded what if there is

people that have a been silenced what if there's things that you don't listen to [and so i think it

is although we know that this kind of lacks the all of like many things it at least exists and

then ] what do you do with documents that are not existing over voices that are not existing

[and i think there's been two projects like once was this the text i wrote about colonial um

power and on i don't know ] erasing voices [and how to work with voices and] how to bring

voices back in sometimes also a fictional way [and then the second strand was a i don't know]

echo poetic outlook on the atmosphere [and then i made my own sound performance because

it can um i made my own sound performance] regarding the clouds and they also don't speak

so well [ they are sometimes too like not well but they don't speak so much] sometimes

within rain and wind and thunder lightning [they do but it's um somehow ] I think I enjoy

listening to the clouds a lot [but then we thought we could enhance it and um bond again with

this atmospheric phenomenon through sound so that's a little bit how how can you record

them how can you which area can you record them which area can you record them how can

you record them how can you record them in the wind and which background does it have a

voice and which player gets to say it what we do] and how often do you think of the clouds as

your companion?

- [do you often think of the clouds as your companion]
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[it was at least the wish after the performance that i watch them a lot more often and i kind of

i feel like my partner that i made a performance with andrea gunderstötte she's a bit my

companion because we send each other photos, like, have you seen this sunshine, or look at

this, like, we always send each other photos of clouds now, and, yeah, but] I realize they're

there much more, they're not one companion, because they're so shifting, and so diverse, [so,

but it's nice to know they're there, yeah. ]

- [I don't know much about clouds, but I have this artist book by Nana de Boisboul,

where she also documented the clouds, and she has a few conversations with people

researching clouds, and it's quite a nice artist book, but in there, I cannot exactly

remember what it was, but the idea was,] clouds are something that we know

extremely little about, it's extremely difficult to research, and to grasp the dynamics of

clouds, [but at the same time, clouds was one of the most central driving forces within

climate change, so the way clouds are, like, a respond, but also a caretaker of climate

on the planet, it's just very complex and beautiful, but at the same time, one of the

things we know very, very little about, and ever since, I've just been like, oh, damn it,

clouds, that's awesome, I think I've found a lot of respect for clouds.]

[Yeah, yeah, I do also.] It's a sensitive and elusive system. [And to try to measure, like, for

example, you cannot measure the weight of a cloud. But it's like a rain cloud weighs tons,

really tons. So what an interesting thought, because] we always have this feeling that

everything is so light above us. But a rain cloud is like a lake that bursts [at the moment.

When it's too heavy, it bursts somehow. So, but we cannot measure the shape, the form. And

there has been a lot of this scientific, how is it, when you calculate algorithms and

calculations and models, like tryouts of doing that. And these things,] but they fail. [And as

you said, it's kind of a caretaker, but also it's said with climate change and global warming,

we're going to have less clouds.]

- [Oh, I don't know. That's kind of sad. But I really, like, I think you said it really well

with this elusive system. I thought that was such a nice concept. And I just wondered,

like, I have this intuitive response, like, I ] want more elusive systems. [And I don't

know, like, how do you feel about that concept? Like, is it something that you see

other places as well? Like, rather than just the cloud, like, where else do you have
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contact with elusive systems? Many places, I guess, but it's just never a framing that

I've thought of.]

[No, but let's look into that. Okay. One. We have also made an artist book. And one saying, I

think we have on a big page is like,] clouds are as spontaneous and sensitive as we are. [And

that just came to my mind. But I mean, I love wind. I love wind in branches and trees and

leaves. I, sunshine. I was right now when I came here, ] I'm also a bit late because I

deliberately decided to walk backwards. To have the sunshine on my face [ so i was walking

backwards two streets that were full of sunshine and i was slowly walking backwards and just

having the sun in my face] and I thought I would be late but I can tell you why.

- [yes i'm really happy you did that i'm also yeah now i'm like just oh it's not really

daydreaming but i'm just drifting like oh i want to like walk backwards with the sun in

my face imagine that i'm doing it yeah ]

[maybe we could go out later]

- [ i think we'll go out yeah right after this conversation]

[ yeah it's also interesting outside we cannot record it so well because we would maybe be

very silent just enjoying the sunshine but the wind would be loud yeah ]

- [yes now also just um i spent most of my morning outside yeah walking and together

with my girlfriend um and we also sat on a bench with the sun in our faces and we

didn't leave until there was like a shadow from a tree coming like like we set there

with the sun turning and then we felt all over now it's not really the same sun anymore

and then and then we kept walking again but that was like the best start of the day

ever ]

[yeah but that's also somebody said because i also know i'm an expatriate it's about death and

i look into many different things but also wind because wind is memoirs um influence me so i

have many way my way yeah for means of de born in the blue ocean it's good to know your

eyes come to your ears but the others can beicy what it means for one's self to die and the

friend said when she's like outside and when she's kind of connected with cycles of like trees
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plants earth night day sun rain] she feels good about knowing that life is a circle and it ends

and it starts and it ends and it starts [but when she's in a flat and when she's in a different

environment she feels very detached and then anxiousness creeps up or you feel alone or you

don't feel the connectedness of everything like this funny planet turning in the universe and

our cells having like our body having a thousand cells with their own life and just it is very

connected but she says she feels it more when she's also in a different environment]

- [ it makes me think of something Brandon said about listening ] that listening is also

this kind of performative act of like withdrawing from your subject [ that you sort of

like that go of the need to like speak out and be me and] you more take in of the

others [and he framed it as this kind of] transition between withdrawing from a

subject and entering kind of like an intersubjectivity [that it became it's very] unclear

of what is now me and what is the things that enters me due to my listening [and I

think this cycle way of like looking at the world is experience I have when I listen like

maybe less now with you because also focused but in general this when I sit and listen

this sense of being part of something much greater just yeah comes flying into my

head uh just comes in from all different directions and and I really feel connected to

many different things that are not necessarily um yeah um thinking about yeah but

they're just coming coming at me]

[ yeah but this is what I thought when we would be] if we would now sit outside I think we

would have more silences [ than we would also there would be like] a different conversation

[so I'm optionally asking you ] should we just go outside?

- I think you should.

[I will um I will make a portal].

[Recording stops as we move outside to Halmtorvet at Vesterbro, Copenhagen, to continue

the conversation.]

[Part II were lost]
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[Photo: the place where we sat outside for the second part of the conversation – the site for

losing the recording.]
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